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Abstract: We propose “Dripcast,” a new server-less Java programming framework for billions of IoT (Internet of Things) devices. The framework makes it easy to develop device applications working with a cloud, that is, scalable computing resources on the Internet. The framework consists of two key technologies; (1) transparent remote procedure call (2) mechanism to read, write and process Java objects with scale-out style distributed datastore. A great benefit of the framework is that there is no need to write a server-side program nor a database code. A very simple client-side program is enough to work with the framework, to read, write or process Java objects on a cloud. The mechanism is infinitely scalable since it works with scale-out technologies. In this paper, we describe the concept and the architecture of the Dripcast framework. We also implement the framework and evaluate from two points of views, 1) from the view point of scalability about cloud resources, 2) from the view point of method call encapsulation overhead in client IoT devices.
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1. Introduction

Today, a huge amount of devices and sensors are connecting to the Internet under the concept of IoT (Internet of Things). Some expectations said the number of IoT devices would be hundreds of billions by 2020. There are many working sensors, in home electric devices, healthcare devices, etc. A smartphone is a set of various sensors and it is also a useful IoT device. It has a GPS receiver, an accelerometer, a thermometer, etc. There will be an unlimited number of applications working with such IoT devices.

Most of these device applications work with cloud services, that is highly scalable computer resources on the Internet. One of the major computing models for such device applications is ‘cloud-ful.’ In the model, applications run on user-side devices (smartphone, tablet, any small devices or gateways for sensors) while they store and process data on a cloud.

On the other hand, programming such applications is still difficult. In general, we have to develop and deploy server side applications for such device applications which work with backend databases. Many such applications are still designed as a 3 layer model, where we need not only to develop the client side application but also the server side programs and database code.

In this paper, we propose “Dripcast,” a new Java programming framework which is suitable for device applications. The framework provides a simple and easy framework for small devices to operate data on a cloud environment, where, operate means any set of reading, writing and processing data.

The Dripcast consists of two key technologies; (1) transparent Java remote procedure call (2) a mechanism to store, read and process Java objects with scale-out style distributed datastore.

As a result, a very simple client-side programming is enough for small devices to work with a highly scalable cloud platform. There is no need to write a server-side program nor database code for such devices to operate Java objects on a cloud.

A goal of this paper is to provide a simple and easy developing model of “server-less.” In the server-less programming model, developers need not take care about databases, server side applications nor communications between application components. We need not to study SQL, server programming languages such as php, perl, Ruby, etc. We need not care about REST or XML definitions, ether. The Dripcast framework provides a highly scalable mechanism to operate process Java objects on a cloud environment, with scale-out style computing technology, as well.

In this paper, we also implement a prototype of the Dripcast framework and evaluate the framework from two points of view, that is, from a view point of scalability about computer resources on a cloud, and a view point of automatic method call encapsulation overhead in client IoT devices.

We refer to existing technologies and researches in Section 2. We summarize assumptions and objectives of this paper in Section 3, and describe basic architecture in Section 4. We introduce an example of Dripcast application in Section 5. In Section 6, we implement a prototype of the Dripcast framework and evaluate the scalability of computing resources on a cloud, and encapsulation overhead in client IoT devices. Finally, we discuss for further understanding in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.
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2. Related Works

The Dripcast framework consists of two key technologies, (1) a transparent remote procedure call, and (2) a mechanism to operate Java object on scale-out style distributed datastore. We survey related works from these points of view.

2.1 RPC & ORB

Several RPC (remote procedure call) and ORB (object request broker) mechanisms have been discussed. Java RMI (Java Remote Method Invocation) [1] is an application programming interface for remote procedure calls. JRMP (Java Remote Method Protocol) is categorized as ORB technology and defines the protocol for remote procedure call from a JavaVM to another JavaVM. CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) [2] is also the mechanism for remote procedure calls which works in non JavaVM context, and RMI-IIOP (RMI over IIOP) is Java RMI interface in CORBA systems.

Interface definitions and method invocation mechanisms are based on OOM (Object oriented modeling) in both RMI and ORB. On the other hand, such technologies assume a client–server programming model (and 3 layers of client–server–database programming model, in general). Programmers need to write both client and server side programs.

Dripcast assumes a new programming model, “server-less,” in which programmers do not need to be concerned with server side programming.

2.2 Distributed Datastore

The Dripcast framework provides a programming framework which is working with scale-out style distributed datastore. From the view of point of scale-out datastore, several services and technologies are available.

Some service providers have their own scalable datastore. For example, Google App Engine (GAE) [3] is a programming environment for the Google cloud. They published GFS (Google File System) [4], BigTable [5] and MapReduce [6] as Google technologies. Windows Azure [7] provided by Microsoft, has a scalable storage service called ‘Azure Storage,’ SQL database called ‘Azure SQL database,’ analyzing engine using Hadoop called ‘Azure HDInsight’ and so on.

Although service providers have their own proprietary implementation, there are various open source implementations. Hadoop [8] is a famous open source project for a scalable cloud computing platform. It provides scalable storage space (HDFS), reliable database (hbase), parallel and distributed processing model (MapReduce) and other many useful features. To handle a Hadoop system effectively, developers have to develop complex and efficient programs in the Hadoop manner.

Several distributed KVS (Key Value Store) and object store mechanisms also exist. Cassandra [10], CouchBase [11], Tokyo/Kyoto Cabinet [12], [13], Roma [14], Basho [15] and many open sources exist for scale-out object management. All of these datastore softwares provide a mechanism to read and write data from/to a scale-out computer cluster. Providing a programming framework is out-of-scope for such technologies.

Our research purpose in this paper is to provide a framework in front of such a scale-out distribute datastore. Nakagawa proposed Jobcast [16] which is an intuitive extension of KVS mechanism in which we achieve a parallel and distributed processing mechanism. Jobcast works in a very scalable environment and there is no SPOF (Single Point Of Failure) by nature. The Jobcast might be a part (as backend) of the Dripcast framework. We will denote the relation of the Dripcast and Jobcast in Section 4.

3. Assumptions and Objectives

At first, we summarize the assumptions and objectives of proposing the Dripcast framework.

3.1 Assumptions

We discuss IoT (Internet of Things) applications working on small devices. In particular, we focus on developing device applications working with cloud platform on the Internet. We assume some conditions for such device applications:

- Applications work on small devices, such as smartphones, tablets, navigation systems, home gateways, etc. Such devices have small and limited computer resources.
- Applications operate (read, write and process) data on the cloud, while they provide graphical or non-graphical UI (user interface) on devices.
- Applications might work on hundreds of billions devices at the same time.

Note that, we focus on developing device applications on Java based platform such as Android or OSGi. The Dripcast framework is designed for the Java programming environment.

3.2 Objectives

The requirements for developing the device applications described in the previous subsection are the scalability and transparency of cloud-side objects from IoT devices. The objective of this research is to provide the new framework which makes device application programming easy.

We have three goals to achieve, as follows.

3.2.1 Server-less Programming Mechanism

The framework provides a very simple and easy mechanism to operate (read, write and process) Java objects on a cloud. It enables device applications to upload, refer or share data objects on a cloud.

Any object on the cloud has its world unique identifier (UUID, for example). The framework allows developers not only to read, write data object via the identifier but also to invoke the Java method transparently via standard Java interface.

Although a transparent Java method call is similar to RMI (Remote Method Invocation) or related technologies, we propose a more effective mechanism of ‘server-less,’ so that developers need not write any server programming nor database code.

3.2.2 Unlimited Scalability for IoT Applications

Scalability is a strict requirement for IoT application platforms. There will be hundreds of millions devices, and the number of devices may grow infinitely. Thus, the cloud platform must be designed in scale-out style.

The Dripcast framework works with scale-out style distributed...
The framework provides a seamless and transparent mechanism for accessing cloud objects, by automatic method call encapsulation in client-side IoT devices. On the other hand, the overhead of such encapsulation should be reasonable for the IoT applications described above. We implement a prototype of the framework and evaluate the overhead in a practical cases for IoT applications.

4. Architecture

The Dripcast is a framework for storing and processing Java objects. Any object has the world unique ID represented as UUID. The Dripcast framework always takes ID as an argument to identify the object on the cloud.

The Dripcast framework consists of four components which are Client, Relay, Engine and Store (Fig. 1).

4.1 Client

Client is a small Java library which works on user devices such as smartphones, tablets, home gateways and so on. There are two major roles: (1) managing transparent Java objects in client devices, and (2) sending remote procedure call requests to the Relay.

To realize a transparent Java object, we use the Proxy mechanism. For a given id and an interface class YourInterface, we create a Proxy object (defined in standard JDK) which supports the YourInterface interface. The Dripcast framework has attach method, to realize a transparent Java object in a simple way, as:

```java
Dripcast d = new Dripcast();
YourInterface v = d.attach(id, YourInterface.class);
```

On a method call for the Proxy object, we would have method-name, argument-classes and argument-objects by Proxy mechanism. The client library creates a new Job instance which has ID, method-name, argument-classes and argument-objects as its instance variables. The library sends the Job instance to Relay as a request. After getting the result of the request, the method call returns it as the result.

4.2 Relay

Relay is a set of relay servers. A relay server is a distribution gateway, which receives requests (Job instances) from clients and delivers such requests to engine servers described in the next subsection.

A relay server knows the association of ID and engine servers. The association is managed by Distributed Hash Table (DHT) [17], [18]. There is only one engine server for an ID at the same time so that the distribution gateway can select the unique engine server for a request. Relay servers also deliver very simple operations such as create and remove data in the same manner.

Relay servers are stateless so that the Relay mechanism would be highly scalable.

We denote that the Jobcast is a parallel and distributed processing mechanism which is suitable for implementing Relay, Engine and Store mechanism in the Dripcast framework. Relay servers correspond to clients in Jobcast architecture.

4.3 Engine

Engine is a set of engine servers. Each engine server has its own key space assigned by DHT, so that it would read, write and process Java objects in a consistent environment for authorized key space. Each engine server runs JavaVM. In other words, the engine is the distribute JavaVM for parallel and distributed processing environment, managed by DHT.

The most important role of an engine server is executing the Java method for remote procedure call requests encapsulated in Job instances when an engine server receives a Job instance which contains ID, method-name, argument-classes and argument-objects. The server loads the Java object x with ID as the key from the Store, and tries to invoke the method of x specified by the method-name and argument-classes with given argument-objects. If there is any change in x, the engine server stores it back into the Store. Finally, the engine server returns the result back to the relay server that sent the request.

Engine servers correspond to a part of backend servers in the Jobcast architecture. The processing framework on Jobcast nodes is suitable for engine servers to execute jobs.

4.4 Store

There is no need to be concerned with RPC nor communication flow in each method call since the Proxy object provides a transparent method call mechanism. Developers may call interface methods in the normal way.

The Client also supports a simple mechanism to send a CREATE request to the Relay. The client library supports the create method for creating a new Java object on the cloud, as follows.

```java
Dripcast d = new Dripcast();
d.create(id, YourClass.class);
```

There is no need to be concerned with RPC nor communication flow in each method call since the Proxy object provides a transparent method call mechanism. Developers may call interface methods in the normal way.

The Client also supports a simple mechanism to send a CREATE request to the Relay. The client library supports the create method for creating a new Java object on the cloud, as follows.

```java
Dripcast d = new Dripcast();
d.create(id, YourClass.class);
```
5.1 How to Use

We describe an example of Dripcast use case, briefly.

5.1.1 Preparation

At first, we assign uid which is a unique ID (identifier). We also create an actual Java object on the cloud, associated with uid. In this example, we use TreeMap object which is defined in standard JDK.

Dripcast d = new Dripcast();
d.create(uid, TreeMap.class);

Here, d is a Dripcast instance, which enables users to use the Dripcast framework. d.create creates a new Java object on the cloud. In this example, it creates a new TreeMap object associated with uid. Note that, it is easy to share the uid among all members, by sending service URL (containing uid) or via e-mail, for example.

Now, all members can access the Java object by uid, by creating a Dripcast enabled object.

NavigableMap map = d.attach(uid, NavigableMap.class);
d.attach generates a virtual object in a local device. It acts as a Proxy object and a user can call remote method invocation transparently (like, RMI). In this example, each user has the Dripcast enabled object, which supports NavigableMap interface (defined in standard JDK, as well).

5.1.2 Upload GPS Information

To upload his/her GPS information into the cloud, just put a pair of phone number pn and location information x, y, into the map.

map.put(pn, x + "," + y);

map.put method call causes transparent remote procedure call. It communicates with the cloud to invoke firstEntry and higherEntry methods on the cloud.

5.1.3 Show Locations on a Map

It is easy to show locations on the map, as well.

Entry e = map.firstEntry();
while (e != null) {
    String pn = (String)e.getKey();
    String[] pos = ((String)e.getValue()).split(",");
    // show location of with pn at (pos[0], pos[1]).
    e = map.higherEntry(pn);
}

firstEntry and higherEntry (also defined as methods of NavigableMap in standard JDK) method calls causes transparent remote procedure calls. It communicates with the cloud to invoke firstEntry and higherEntry methods on the cloud.

5.2 Behaviors & Communications

We note more details about behaviors and communication flow related to the Dripcast framework. Figure 2 shows a brief communication flow in the given example.

In the example, there are two explicit calls related to the Dripcast, that is, d.create and d.attach. By calling d.create (first red empty star, in Fig. 2), the Dripcast framework communicates with backend servers; the client sends a request to a relay, the relay selects the authorized engine server by uid. The engine creates a new Java object (red filled star) in the server, and stores the object into backend store.

On the other hand, calling d.attach (second red empty and dotted start) is just for a declaration. The Dripcast create a Proxy object in the local-device, which is associated with uid and Java interface (NavigableMap, in this example).

After these preparatory steps, all method calls for the Dripcast enabled object, map, cause Proxy method calls. For example, map.put (blue empty star) causes Proxy method invocation as; the client sends a request to a relay, the relay selects the authorized engine server by uid, the engine loads the Java object for uid if required, and invokes put method (blue filled star) for the object.

All method calls for map work in similar ways.

Note that, after preparatory steps, in which we call only d.create and d.attach methods, the client can access the Java object via simple Java interface. There is no need to write a server-side program nor database code.

5.3 Benefit of the Dripcast in the Example

There are several benefits of using the Dripcast. We describe two key major benefits, in this section.

5.3.1 Server-less

All we need to implement the application are three steps described in Sections 5.1.1, 5.1.2 and 5.1.3. All the developers need to do is simply to write the client (Android) side logic. It is a very simple development model and there is no need to;

- define database schema
- write SQL codes
• implement server (cloud) side system.
• define REST over HTTP
• write codes to communicate with server (cloud)

The Dripcast framework takes care all of these steps instead of developers. Developers need not study SQL or nor server side programming such as php, ruby, perl or others. All the developers have to study is Java programming on Android devices.

5.3.2 Intuitive Understanding

Note that, there is no special code that depends on the Dripcast. All we do is, just call JDK standard method, as well.

Figure 3 shows the concept of the meeting assistance application for the intuitive understanding.

There is the unique TreeMap object on the cloud and all members (with Android devices) share the object. All that a member needs to do to upload his/her location is to call map.put method. A member also calls map.firstEntry and map.higherEntry to list the location information for all members.

5.3.3 Reuse of Existing Libraries

If there is an application library written in really OOM style, it is possible to reuse such libraries. The Dripcast requires a little change (or no change) to operate Java objects on a cloud.

6. Evaluation

In this research, we implemented a prototype of the Dripcast framework and evaluated the framework from two point of views. From the view point of cloud resources, we evaluate the scalability of the framework. Since we assume millions or billions of IoT devices will connect to the Internet, the scalability of the framework is very important. From the view point of the client, that is IoT devices, we also evaluate the encapsulation overhead of using the framework. The framework automatically encapsulates method calls on IoT devices and invokes such method on the cloud, we need additional encapsulation cost (serialization and deserialization, in Java). We measured and discussed such overhead for practical cases of IoT applications.

6.1 Scalability of Cloud Resources

As we described in Section 4, the Dripcast framework consists of four components, which are, Client, Relay, Engine and Store. The architecture is fully distributed and designed in the scale-out computing model. The design has no single point of failure nor bottleneck and it’s easy to expand and enlarge the computer resources.

We examined the scale-out feature of the Dripcast framework. We evaluated the performance (number of requests, processed on the cloud in a second), while we increase the number servers as 1, 2, 3,... and so on.

In Fig. 4, the Y-axis indicates the performance, the total number of requests the cloud processes in a second. We examined a large number of operations simultaneously more than 60 seconds, and calculate the average performance.

The X-axis is the number of servers (both relay and engine servers). For example, “5” in the x-axis means that we have 5 Relay servers and 5 Engine servers in a cloud for the test. We use small instances of virtual machines for each server with 2 core and 2 GB memory, on a public cloud service.

There are two graphs in the figure. JOB[RO] and JOB[RW] means, “Read only job (only refers existing object and calculate without modification)” and “Read write job (need to store into backend, after execution),” respectively. Both JOB[RO] and JOB[RW], method calls are automatically encapsulated by the Dripcast framework.

The figure shows that we can expand the total performance by simply adding servers on the cloud. This is a simple and important feature of scale-out style computing.

6.2 Encapsulation Overhead in IoT Devices

In this section, we discuss and evaluate the encapsulation overhead of using the Dripcast framework.

The Dripcast framework requires additional overhead for encapsulating method calls for serialization and deserialization. Figure 5 shows the average response time of standard GET and PUT access for standard KVS, and JOB[RO] and JOB[RW] access via the Dripcast framework. The average response times are 250-810 microseconds, depending on the type of operation, and it is obvious that there is encapsulation overhead to use the Dripcast.
framework. Note that we measured the response time for clients inside the same DC (data center), that is clients were located in the same location with cloud resources.

On the other hand, in IoT applications, there are a large number of IoT devices and various network conditions exist. Especially, communication delay may vary depending on the location where IoT devices exist or what network types such IoT devices use. For example, it takes less than 5 milliseconds for communication in a city, while we need 100 milliseconds or more for communication over transocean circuits.

To understand the impact of encapsulation overhead of the Dripcast framework, we measured the response time of the standard KVS interfaces (GET, PUT – without encapsulation) and the Dripcast framework (JOB[RO], JOB[RW] – with encapsulation) for practical cases in some different locations.

In Fig. 6, X-axis is the RTT (round trip time) between client IoT device and the Dripcast cloud, and y-axis is the response time for GET, PUT, JOB[RO] and JOB[RW] operations. We measured the response time of client access as, dots around RTT=1 ms for the communication in a city, dots around RTT=20 ms for nation wide communication (between Sapporo and Tokyo), dots around RTT=70 ms for LTE connected devices (via mobile environment), dots around RTT=135 ms for transocean communication (between Japan and United States).

As shown in the figure, geographical distance is the major factor for the response time. In the current implementation, we use HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) to transmit data, for any operation (GET, PUT, JOB[RO] and JOB[RW]). Since HTTP requires at least 2 round trip communications, that is, 1) TCP/IP hand shake to establish the communication channel, and 2) protocol header processing and request/response communication, this is why the response time is 2 times or more of RTT values.

The encapsulating overhead of the Dripcast is less than 1 mil- lisecond for each operation (JOB[RO] or JOB[RW]) and it is relatively small enough in practical cases of IoT applications.

7. Considerations

There are some challenges in developing and deploying the Dripcast framework. In this section, we summarize the challenges from the view points of:

1. Object oriented modeling on a cloud
2. Infinite scalability
3. Less development cost

7.1 Object Oriented Modeling with a Cloud

The Dripcast framework is based on Object Oriented Modeling. Any transparent Java object is tied with interface declaration and handles remote procedure calls inside method calls. The key technology of the Dripcast framework is providing fully compatible interface with local-device programming. If developers write their program based on interface definitions rather than accessing instance or class variables, the source code is fully compatible in both cases for local-device programming or for cloud-full programming.

7.2 Infinite Scalability

The Dripcast framework has the great benefit of scalability since the framework supports the highly scalable cloud environment as the backend system. The framework may have billions of Java objects on a huge scale cloud environment and deliver millions of simultaneous remote procedure call requests to thousands or tens of thousands of computers in parallel.

7.3 Less Development Cost

The Dripcast framework provides a very simple programming interface for IoT device applications. In the framework, developers have only to write their client-side programs. They do not need to take care of server-side programs nor backend database. This feature dramatically reduces the development cost especially for IoT applications.

In the historical developing model, called 3 Layers Model, we have to take care of at least three components, client-side application, server-side application and database. As shown in Fig. 7, developers need to write not only the client application logic but also the server side programs, database programs with SQL and the communication logic between client and server.

In the Dripcast model, developers only need to take care of application logic. As shown in Fig. 8, cloud resources are provided as platform service, and the Dripcast framework automatically converts method calls to the associated remote procedure calls on a cloud. There is no need to think of the server side. The framework handles data persistency of associated Java objects in the cloud environment as well.

Of course, such a development model dramatically reduces the development cost for suitable IoT applications.
8. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose the Dripcast, a new server-less Java programming framework. The Dripcast provides a simple and easy way to write device applications which read, write and process Java objects in a cloud. The framework consists of two key technologies, (1) transparent remote procedure call, and (2) distributed Java VM mechanism working with scale-out distributed datastore. We describe a simple example of the GPS application in which the Dripcast framework enables server-less device programming.

We also implemented a prototype of the Dripcast framework and evaluated this from two points of view. From the view point of scalability about cloud resources, we described how the architecture is designed in scale-out computing model, and that it’s easy to expand or enlarge the cloud computing resources, by simply adding servers. From the view point of client IoT devices, we evaluated the encapsulation overhead in IoT devices. We also described that the overhead is reasonable for practical IoT applications.
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